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Patricia Barnett Assumes Helm of
New Jersey State Nurses Association

Patricia A. Barnett, a 
nurse and attorney with 
three decades of public 
policy experience, assumed 
her duties as the new Chief 
Executive Officer of the 
New Jersey State Nurses 
Association on March 1st. She 
was selected for the position 
by the Board of Directors 
after a nationwide search for 
the best candidate.

“I am thrilled to be given 
the opportunity to return to my roots and work 
exclusively on nursing issues,” said Barnett. “I have 30 
years experience impacting health policy and access 
to care at the city, state and federal level and I am 
eager to bring that experience to bear on behalf of 
New Jersey’s 110,000 registered professional nurses.”

Barnett served as Director and Government Affairs 
Manager for Bristol-Myers Squibb in Princeton from 
1987 to 1993 and again in 1997 and 1998. She was 
Director of Economic and General Welfare for the 
Illinois Nurses Association in Chicago from 1979 until 
1987. More recently, Barnett has served as Executive 
Director of Public Policy and Government Affairs for 
Forest Laboratories, Inc.

The new NJSNA CEO added, “Although I 
understand that there will be a learning curve in 
getting up to speed on the myriad of issues facing 
nurses in New Jersey, I have already learned that there 
is a great staff in place here at NJSNA upon whom I 
can rely. I am ready to get to work right away. I was 
thrilled to meet so many active and involved nurses at 
the New Jersey Nursing Convention in March.”

A graduate of the Michael Reese Hospital School of 
Nursing, Roosevelt University and Loyola University 
School of Law, Barnett has served in both supervisory 
and line nursing capacities. She was a delegate to 
the American Nurses Association conventions in 
1980 and 1982 and served on the Illinois Nurses 
Association Board of Directors.

“We could not be more excited about the selection 
of Patricia to head our association,” said Barbara 
Chamberlain, President of NJSNA. “Her skill-set and 
experience make her uniquely suited to lead NJSNA 
through what we are sure will be challenging times 
ahead in the rapidly changing world of health care.”

“The quality of candidates we had seeking the Chief 
Executive Officer position was outstanding,” added 
NJSNA’s Institute for Nursing President, Dr. Mary 
Ann T. Donohue. As Search Committee Chairman, 
Donohue expressed that “in Patricia Barnett, we 
believe we have found someone who will be a strong 
advocate for nurses statewide.”

Patricia Barnett

Nurses Day
All across the United States, nurses are being saluted.

On May 6, 2010, the New Jersey State Nurses Association is joining the American Nurses Association in 
celebrating National Nurses Week which is held May 6-12, every year. The purpose of National Nurses Week is 
to raise awareness of the value of nursing and help educate the public about the role nurses play in meeting the 
health care needs of the American people.

In honor of the dedication, commitment, and tireless effort of the nurses nationwide to promote and maintain 
the health of this nation, the ANA and NJSNA are proud to recognize all nurses everywhere on this particular 
day for the quality work they provide seven days a week, 365 days a year.

SAVE
THIS
DATE
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Shared Decision Making 
and Analysis Paralysis

by Dr. Mary Ann T. Donohue, RN
President, Institute for Nursing

Engaging all levels of 
nurses in activities that 
influence the clinical as well 
as the workplace domains 
is something of a challenge. 
Commonly termed shared 
governance, self governance 
or accountability at the staff 
nurse level, shared decision 
making has become much 
more common with the advent 
of the Magnet Recognition 
Program® as well as the new 
ANCC program, Pathway 
to Excellence™. As more 
and more facilities across the country and the world 
achieve Magnet and Pathway designation, top-level 
health care organizations continue to implement 
council structures to support the inclusion of direct 
care nurses in practice, research and evidence based 
care, performance improvement, education and other 
similarly focused councils. The challenge is to assure 
continuous engagement by those who matter most: the 
direct care nurse. At its best, shared decision making 
involves all level of staff and provides for the inclusion 
of many diverse backgrounds, beliefs and perspectives. 
Moreover, direct care nurses are more likely to support 
changes when they have been involved and engaged 
in the process from the beginning. When there is a 
dynamic talented group, highly engaged members 
literally feed off the energy of one another. A high 
degree of commitment, ownership, and ongoing 
accountability produces incredible outcomes. One 
experienced nurse administrator and Magnet appraiser 
says it is easy to tell when an organization has fully 
embraced a shared decision making process when the 
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President’s Report

Dr. Mary Ann T. 
Donohue

words, “let’s run this by the nurses” has simply ceased 
to exist. In other words, nurses ought to have been co-
authors of the change from the beginning, not merely 
asked to review and approve at the tail end.

Some of the common pitfalls in shared decision 
making seem to lie in the difficulty in freeing up 
nurses to be able to attend meetings at both the 
organizational and unit based levels; failing to budget 
properly to maximize representation in both the 
in- and out-patient settings and problems figuring 
out the best way to make decisions. In other words, 
some group leaders have a tough time sifting through 
all the discussion and fail to help the group achieve 
consensus. Therein lies the potential for analysis 
paralysis. Hardly unique to nursing shared governance 
models, the modern organizational meeting can 
consume anywhere from several minutes to several 
hours. Certainly everyone wants to be sure that 
the viewpoints of all participants are included. At 
the risk of certain “death by meeting,” what are the 
characteristics of successful shared decision making? 
Optimally, the more experienced leader sets goals, 
anticipates outcomes, and makes them clear from 
the beginning. What is it that the group would like to 
achieve? Are some individuals controlling, instead of 
allowing the group members to contribute equally? 
Is there a time limit that is agreed upon in advance, 
in order to give adequate time for important topics? 
What do the leaders do about members who choose 
to remain completely silent for the duration of the 
meeting? Finally, what happens when consensus 
cannot be reached and discussion goes on far longer 
than necessary?

Since the opportunity for some degree of shared 
decision making occurs at every waking moment 
of the professional nurse, we need to coach each 
other toward greater autonomy. Managers and 
Administrators, we need to ask ourselves: What can I 
do today to involve the direct care nurse in decisions 
about his/her own practice environment? Direct Care 
nurses, we need to ask ourselves: Was a staff nurse 
involved in that decision? If not, what can we do next 
time to assure that the voice of the direct care nurse is 
included?
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Special Commentary:
Health Care Reform Won’t Work Without Strengthening the Role of Nursing

by Sandy Summers, RN, MSN, MPH

Health care reform is the current serious-minded 
media event, but one element of the story has 
inspired relatively little serious discussion: the role of 
nursing. President Barack Obama has made nurses 
a visible part of his efforts to spur reform, but to 
achieve real gains, particularly in access to care and 
cost containment, we must strengthen nursing and 
overcome some negative cultural stereotypes that 
suggest that nurses are nothing more than “doctors’ 
helpers.”

The standard formulation when discussing providers 
is “doctors and hospitals,” but it is nurses who provide 
most of the skilled care hospital patients receive, and 
the only care that many in underserved communities 
receive.

Nurses could do far more to improve our health if 
we let them. With more resources, community health 
nurses and school nurses could prevent or better 
manage many illnesses, such as diabetes and heart 
disease, vastly decreasing the burden these illnesses 
place on hospitals. Nurses would also provide most of 
the care in responding to an epidemic like the H1N1 
flu.

Studies suggest that increasing nurse staffing levels 
and the credentials of the nurses in clinical settings 
could actually cut costs, reducing complications and 
hospital days and saving lives. Nurses also improve the 
quality of care through ongoing health management 
and advocacy efforts, such as increased breastfeeding.

Nurses are also vital to cost-containment efforts. 
It is nurses who monitor and advocate for patients to 
prevent costly (and deadly) errors and needless hospital 
readmissions. Nurses teach patients how to adapt to 
and manage their conditions. And advanced practice 
nurses, who combine expertise with a holistic focus, 
provide cost-effective primary care that studies show is 
at least as effective as that of physicians.

But despite all the lip service for nursing as the 

“most trusted” profession, nurses suffer from a critical 
lack of resources. Understaffing drives direct-care 
nurses from the profession, yet the deadly practice 
remains endemic. Research shows that nursing 
residencies could save millions of dollars by keeping 
nurses in the profession, yet such residencies receive 
only 1/300th of the funding that physician residencies 
do. Nursing schools lack resources, so they turn away 
thousands of qualified applicants, despite projections 
that the nursing shortage will grow much worse. 
And nursing research remains starved for funding—
receiving less than 1/200th of the National Institutes 
of Health budget.

How can this dearth of funding persist when 
nurses are supposedly so revered? Trust is not the 
same thing as real respect. Although nurses are 
autonomous, college-educated health professionals 
who save lives, the profession’s image among those 
who make key decisions remains trapped in a web of 
female stereotypes, from the unskilled angel to the 
physician helper. The media reflects and reinforces 
these attitudes. Nurse-focused television shows have 
appeared recently, notably Showtime’s remarkable 
show Nurse Jackie, but overall the mass media still 
strongly reinforce the idea that heroic physicians 
provide all meaningful care and nurses are their 
“helpers.”

This disrespect weakens our health system. 
Decision-makers rightly spend billions on alleviating 
diseases, but relatively little on the poor nursing 
infrastructure that allows diseases to spread in the 
first place. Disrespect leads hospital administrators to 
replace nurses with less-skilled workers who cannot 
spot subtle but deadly changes in patient conditions, 
and who cannot teach or advocate for patients. The 
overwhelmed nurses who remain may themselves 
be unable to fulfill these roles, which costs lives and 
money. And disrespect leads officials to allocate 
miserly funding for community health nurses, nursing 
education and research.

We can do better. We should support reform 
proposals that increase funding for nursing, promote 
adequate nurse staffing and recognize the central role 
of nurse practitioners in the future of health care.

But lasting change actually starts at a level that is 
deeper than legislation. Reform requires changing how 
we think about nursing.

Nurses must take the lead, and convey the nature 
of their work to the public and key decision-makers. 
But everyone should help.

Health policy makers should publicize their efforts 
to invest in nursing, and place qualified nurses in 
visible positions of authority, as Obama has done 
by appointing a nurse, Mary Wakefield, to head the 
Health Resources and Services Administration.

Those who create news and entertainment media 
should try harder to provide a fair picture of nursing. 
Advertisers should avoid nursing stereotypes, such as 
the “naughty nurse,” and the common suggestion that 
health care revolves solely around “doctors.”

Finally, foundations and nonprofits should consider 
educating the public about nursing through vehicles 
ranging from interactive nursing museums to a Nobel 
Prize in Nursing.

Nurses are more than valuable allies in or 
beneficiaries of the reform effort. Reform can’t work 
without a stronger nursing profession. And that starts 
with you and me.

Sandy Summers is executive director of the 
nonprofit organization The Truth About Nursing, 
and co-author of Saving Lives: Why the Media’s 
Portrayal of Nurses Puts Us All at Risk.

This article was reprinted from kaiserhealthnews.
org with permission from the Henry J. Kaiser Family 
Foundation. Kaiser Health News, an editorially 
independent news service, is a program of the 
Kaiser Family Foundation, a nonpartisan health care 
policy research organization unaffiliated with Kaiser 
Permanente.
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Mary McTigue, Director of 
Nursing at Trinitas Regional 
Medical Center, has been 
promoted to the rank of Vice 
President of Patient Care 
Services, continuing with her 
operational oversight of the 
Nursing Service Division. 
Since 2000, Ms. McTigue 
has directed the patient care 
activities of Maternal Child 
Health, Critical Care and 
Perioperative Services at 
Trinitas with more than 300 nurses and support staff 
reporting to her.

Ms. McTigue is also the recipient the Ministry 
Partner Recognition Award of the Sisters of Charity 

Trinitas Regional Medical Center
Elevates Seasoned Nurse Administrator

to Vice President Status
Scotch Plains Resident also receives honor from Sisters of Charity

of Saint Elizabeth that is given to a person who 
ministers with the Sisters of Charity. The Sisters of 
Charity, who are celebrating the 150th Anniversary 
of their founding this year, are co-sponsors of Trinitas 
Regional Medical Center with the Elizabethtown 
Healthcare Foundation.

Members of the nominating committee chose Mary 
McTigue from among eligible candidates at Trinitas. 
“Mary embraces the values of humility, simplicity, 
and charity that are essential to the philosophy and 
mission of the Sisters of Charity. She is committed to 
the healing ministry of Trinitas in the way she cares for 
the sick, interacts with family members, demonstrates 
respect and concern for her colleagues, and works 
to improve the health and well being of underserved 
women and children.”

A graduate of Elizabeth General Hospital and 
Dispensary School of Nursing, Ms. McTigue has more 
than 30 years nursing and administrative experience. 
She earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing 
from Kean University and a Master’s degree in 
the Delivery of Nursing Services from New York 
University. She also holds certifications in Inpatient 
Obstetrical Nursing and Executive Nursing Practice.

Ms. McTigue has held nationally-elected and 
appointed positions of leadership in the Association of 
Women’s Health, Obstetrical and Neonatal Nurses and 
is an active member in the American Organization of 
Nurse Executives and Sigma Theta Tau International 
Nursing Honor Society. She is also an adjunct faculty 
member at Trinitas School of Nursing and the College 
of Saint Elizabeth. In addition, Ms. McTigue has served 
on the Board of the Gateway Northwest Maternal 
Child Health Network as vice president and as a 
member of the Domestic Violence Response Team of 
the YWCA of Eastern Union County. Ms. McTigue is 
also the recipient of the 2007 Tribute to Women in 
Industry Award given by the Patriot’s Path Council of 
the Boy Scouts of American for her service as a role 
model to youth in the Union County and Central New 
Jersey area.

Mary McTigue

Thomas Edison State College School of Nursing Launches 
Nation’s First Free Online Database of Minority Nurse Educators

TRENTON, N.J.—The School of Nursing at 
Thomas Edison State College has launched an online 
database of minority nurse educators who have been 
certified in online teaching that is available free to 
nursing schools across the country interested in 
increasing diversity at their institutions and hiring the 
educators as adjunct faculty.

The online database, the only one of its kind 
currently in the country, includes 52 experienced nurse 
educators who have each completed the School of 
Nursing’s online Minority Nurse Educator certification 
program, which includes a 20-week Certificate in 
Distance Education Program (CDEP) at Thomas 
Edison State College and a 12-week mentored online 
teaching experience at the college under the guidance 
of an experienced online nurse educator.

“Many nursing schools throughout the country 
have worked successfully to increase the diversity 
of their student populations, but there remains a 
shortage of minority nursing faculty to serve as role 
models for students,” said Dr. Susan M. O’Brien, 
dean of the School of Nursing at Thomas Edison 
State College. “We hope nursing school deans and 
other administrators find this new database useful in 
increasing diversity at their institutions and, ultimately, 
enabling more students to benefit from more culturally 
diverse educators, which will enhance their overall 
education and improve the care they provide to 
society.”

The nurse educators currently in the database come 
from 24 states in the country and include ethnicities 
such as African American, Asian American, Latino, 
Native American and Pacific Islander. Educators in 
the database have agreed to be shared by various 
institutions in order to increase diversity at nursing 
schools nationwide.

The creation of the database is the final requirement 

of a 2005 grant the School of Nursing received from 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) 
to recruit and prepare minority nurse educators in 
online education and develop a collaborative network 
of diverse nurse faculty members to enhance nursing 
programs nationwide. The grant initially called for the 
college to recruit 45 minority nurse educators during a 
three-year period and teach them online pedagogical 
skills. The school recruited and prepared a total of 52 
nurse educators in its first three years.

In 2008, HRSA renewed the grant to the School 
of Nursing to expand the minority nurse educator 
program. Each year, new educators will be added to 
the database as they complete the program.

In addition to the database, the grant also 
established an annual lectureship focusing on the 
importance of diversity in nursing.

According to a 2005 study by the American 
Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN), minority 
representation among nursing faculty in the United 
States is at approximately 9 percent. Compounding 
the national nursing shortage crisis is a national 
shortage of nurse educators. This shortage is the 
leading reason that thousands of qualified candidates 
are turned away from nursing schools every year.

O’Brien said the potential impact of the grant is 
multifold: It will enable more nursing students to have 
access to minority nurse faculty, especially in remote 
areas of the country, and help reduce the nurse 
educator shortage by enabling nurse faculty to extend 
their tenure in the profession, at least on a part-time 
basis, after they reach retirement age, she said.

The grants were awarded by HRSA’s Nurse 
Education Practice and Retention Program, Division 
of Nursing, Bureau of Health Professions. More 
information on the program and the database is 
available at www.tesc.edu/nursingdiversity.

About Thomas Edison State College
Thomas Edison State College provides flexible, 

high-quality, collegiate learning opportunities for self-
directed adults. One of New Jersey’s 12 senior public 
institutions of higher education, the College offers 
15 associate, baccalaureate and master’s degrees in 
more than 100 areas of study. Students earn degrees 
through a variety of rigorous academic methods, 
including completing independent study courses and 
documenting college-level knowledge they already 
have acquired. Thomas Edison State College is a 
national leader in the assessment of adult learning 
and a pioneer in the use of educational technologies. 
The College is home to the John S. Watson Institute 
for Public Policy. The New Jersey State Library is an 
affiliate of Thomas Edison State College.

About the School of Nursing at
Thomas Edison State College

The Nursing Program at Thomas Edison State 
College was established in 1983 primarily to provide 
education and career opportunities for RNs in New 
Jersey who wanted an alternative to campus-based 
baccalaureate education. The School of Nursing 
has been continually accredited by the National 
League for Nursing Accrediting Commission. The 
online RN to BSN/MSN program, started in 2002, 
has over 800 students from across the United 
States and approximately 25% of students in the 
School of Nursing are minorities. Of the over 65 
nurse educators utilized by the school, 16% per 
cent are minorities, and 87% have doctoral degrees. 
Graduates of the School of Nursing have served 
the profession in nursing leadership positions and 
approximately 30% go on to graduate nursing 
education.
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New Jersey’s Nurse Legislators:
Bringing Compassion and Teamwork to the State Assembly
A Profile on Assemblywomen Mila Jasey and Nancy Muñoz

by Donald and Joyce Sico
NJSNA Public Affairs Consultants

Do nurses really make some of the most effective 
legislators or does it just seem that way?

NJ State Nurses Association interviewed the 
Garden State’s two nurse-legislators—Assemblywomen 
Mila Jasey of South Orange and Nancy Muñoz of 
Summit—to discover how their education and training 
as nurses prepared them for life “under the Golden 
Dome” in Trenton.

“Nurses have to have good listening and 
interpersonal skills,” said Assemblywoman Jasey, a 
Democrat who serves as Vice- Chair of the Assembly 
Housing & Local Government Committee and is a 
member of the Education Committee and the Joint 
Committee on the Public Schools. “We also tend to 
be good problem solvers. In the Legislature, it is 
important to bring people to the table, listen to all 
parties and work toward compromise.”

Jasey, who has a master’s degree from the Pace 
University School of Nursing, said that she is one of 
the “chief voices for her constituents” and added that 
“just like nurses have to often be the voice for their 
patients, I have to understand how my constituents 
feel so I can represent their views in Trenton.”

Assemblywoman Muñoz, a Republican who 
serves on the Assembly Health and Senior Services 
Committee as well as the Tourism and Arts 
Committee, said, “I think that nurses bring compassion 
and empathy for other people. As a nurse, you are 
used to working as a team. The same is true in the 
Legislature: in order to get anything done, you need to 
work collaboratively.”

“Nurses are good at seeing the big picture,” added 
Muñoz, who has a master’s degree from Hunter 
College as a clinical nurse specialist. “We understand 
that you have to manage problems and that not 
everything is going to happen overnight.”

Both Jasey and Muñoz said one of their top issues 
in the Legislature currently is enactment of the “BSN 
in 10” legislation, which stalled in the last Legislative 
Session.

Muñoz, who was a prime sponsor of the bill, 
explained, “There has been a massive explosion of 
information in healthcare. Having a bachelor’s degree 
helps—you learn how to actively participate in the 
research process. Also, we are going to have a critical 
shortage of nurses if we don’t start educating more 
bachelor’s, master’s and PhD’s in nursing. We just 
simply won’t have enough nursing faculty.”

Although they are from different political parties 
and do not serve on any of the same committees, both 
women said they have been drawn to one another as 
a result of their nursing backgrounds and their sudden 
entry into the political arena. Muñoz was selected as 
a replacement for her late husband, Dr. Eric Muñoz 
who died suddenly while in office. Jasey replaced an 
Assembly member who ran afoul of the law and was 
forced to resign.

The two nurse-legislators also agreed on another 
key issue: both said that nurses in New Jersey need 
to get more involved in public policy discussions at the 
state level.

“I personally have learned a tremendous amount 
about public policy in just the last few years,” said 
Assemblywoman Jasey. “And I’ve also learned that 
nurses are not the only ones who do not participate 
and exert enough influence—there are a lot of groups 
that need to understand the process more. They would 
probably be surprised that legislators are interested in 
hearing from them.”

Jasey told the story of stopping by a table at an 

event held by the New Jersey Brain Injury Association 
a year or so ago. “We just got to talking and from 
that brief conversation I became interested in their 
issue. I invited them to come to my office and discuss 
it further. Out of that meeting grew legislation to 
establish a task force on brain injuries and their impact 
on children and how they learn. That bill was signed 
into law. It just goes to illustrate how a conversation, 
even a brief one, can lead to public policy changes.”

Assemblywoman Muñoz said, “People in healthcare 
generally—physicians also—do not understand how 
important it is to be involved politically. They need to 
be. These are the men and women on the front lines, 
dealing with health issues every day. Legislators need 
to hear from them.”

She added that it is critical that public policy 
makers hear from nurses about what they do. “As a 
nurse, I receive a certain amount of respect from my 
colleagues in the Legislature, but I find that some of 
them turn to doctors for views on healthcare; they 
need to understand the nurse view as well. They 
need to understand that nurses are not less than a 
doctor, just different. Nurses and physicians serve two 
completely different purposes but with similar goals. It 
is important for people to get that message.”

Both of New Jersey’s nurse-legislators said they 
look forward to hearing from their nurse colleagues in 
the weeks and months ahead and said their doors are 
always open.

Biography of Assemblywoman Mila M. Jasey—
27th Legislative District

Assemblywoman Mila M. Jasey was first elected 
on November 6, 2007, and sworn into office two (2) 
days later to fill an unexpired term. She is Vice-Chair 
of the Housing & Local Government Committee and 
a member of the Education Committee and the Joint 
Committee on the Public Schools. Prior to joining the 
Assembly, Ms. Jasey served as a Member of the South 
Orange/Maplewood Board of Education for three 
terms, including a two year stint as President.

The Assemblywoman’s first vote as a member of the 
Assembly was to abolish the death penalty, and she 
was a sponsor of the bill. During her tenure she has 
sponsored numerous bills that became law, including 
the $3.9 billion dollar school construction bond act, 
the NJ HERO Act promoting organ transplants, 
the Mortgage Stabilization and Relief Act, the 
Neighborhood Revitalization Tax Credit Act and the 
Teachers to Traders Act. She was also prime sponsor 
of NJ’s Lemon Law bill, which has been called the 
strongest of its kind in the nation. She also sponsored 

the State’s Post-Postpartum Depression Awareness 
Day, health benefit coverage for autism and Grace’s 
Law requiring hearing aid coverage for those 15 years 
of age and under and the Paid Family Leave Act.

The Assemblywoman has built a reputation as a 
leader in the area of education. Her efforts have been 
recognized by the N.J. Charter Schools Association, 
Teach for America, the South Orange/Maplewood 
Board of Education, the Essex Regional Educational 
Services Commission and the New Jersey School 
Boards Association. She was selected to organize and 
chair the Department of Education’s Diversity and 
Equity in Education Committee.

Mila has an extensive record of community service, 
including the South Orange Civic Organization, the 
Columbia High School Scholarship Fund, the League 
of Women Voters and the Community Coalition on 
Race.  She co-founded the LaLeche League of Newark 
& the Oranges Chapter in 1976.

Assemblywoman Jasey received her B.A. from 
Barnard College, Columbia University and her 
master’s degree from the Pace University School 
of Nursing. Mila is married to Neil Jasey, Esq., and 
they are the parents of three adult children and one 
grandchild. She is a former public health nurse who 
worked throughout Orange, East Orange and Newark.

Biography of Assemblywoman Nancy F. 
Muñoz—21st Legislative District

Assemblywoman Muñoz was sworn into the 
Assembly on May 21, 2009, filling the vacancy created 
by the sudden death of her husband, Assemblyman 
Dr. Eric Muñoz, on March 30, 2009. She hopes to 
continue his work with legislation to impose tougher 
penalties against convicted sex offenders and the 
people who harbor them and to provide additional 
support for victims and their families. She also plans 
to focus on improving access to healthcare and 
providing educational benefits to veterans.

Assemblywoman Muñoz was born Sept. 8, 
1954 and graduated from Sheehan High School in 
Wallingford, Ct. She received her bachelor’s degree 
in nursing from Skidmore College in 1976 and a 
master’s degree from Hunter College in 1983 as a 
clinical nurse specialist. She has worked at Yale-New 
Haven Hospital, Massachusetts General, Memorial-
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center and Overlook Hospital 
and was a Health Care Risk Manager for Continental 
Insurance Health Care.

Mrs. Muñoz served as president of Summit’s 
elementary, middle and high school PTA/PTO 
organizations. She has also been a board member of 
the Community Pre-School at St. John’s, which served 
low-income children in Summit, New Providence and 
Berkeley Heights.

Nancy, and her husband the late Dr. Muñoz, have 
five children: William, Eric, Alexander, Elizabeth and 
Maximilian.

Nurse Assemblywomen, Nancy Muñoz and Mila 
Jasey.
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NJSNA CE Approver Unit and Institute for Nursing Provider Unit
2009 ANCC Criteria Changes

by Dorothy Caputo, MA, APRN, BC-ADM, CDE, 
Education Specialist

To address some of the more common questions 
regarding the new (or old) criteria for accreditation 
as set forth by the American Nurses Credentialing 
Center’s Commission on Accreditation (ANCC COA), 
these are actual questions and answers regarding the 
criteria. Please send in any questions you or your unit 
may have for inclusion in this newsletter.

1. Conflict of interest. The new criteria 
state that the provider unit is required 
to come to a “Resolution” of Conflict of 
Interest. Evidence of resolution must be 
documented. Part of this resolution could 
be to have a 3rd party/peer reviewer 
approve slides beforehand or review a 
copy of materials beforehand. Can you 
give any advice on who an appropriate 
3rd party may be?

 Resolution of COI. If a speaker is determined 
to have potential “COI” based on his/her 
affiliations, you may want to have someone 
outside your institution who has no declared 
commercial affiliations or interest and has 
appropriate background as a content specialist 
complete a “blinded” review of the slides/
materials. An appropriate 3rd party could be 
someone from a specialty organization or a 
university setting that declares “No Vested 
Interest.”

2. The criteria state that if the speaker 
is determined to be “too biased” then 
contact hours cannot be offered. What 
constitutes “too biased”?

 Too Biased—If the speaker is from or affiliated 
with a commercial entity and is speaking on a 
product or service promoted or sold through 
the commercial entity, the speaker would be 
considered “too biased” to give a fair balanced 
presentation. OR if after review, the slides are 
determined to be biased in nature, then you 
cannot offer credit for the activity.

3. Commercial support. I want to double-
check that a vendor providing lunch is 
still considered commercial support and 
should be identified to the participants. 
Is that correct? Does that lunch need to 
be set up in a room separate from the 
educational event? For example, if we do 
a lunch and learn at a hospital and have 
a product rep buy pizza, the pizza needs 
to be in the next room or in the hallway. 
Is that correct or is that overkill?

 Vendor providing lunch—If a vendor is 
providing lunch, yes, that is commercial 
support. The participants can certainly 
have lunch within the same room that the 
educational session is given, but the vendor 
cannot display any information about the 
company, its products or services within the 
same room or in the immediate pathway to the 
educational session. Also, the vendor should 
be acknowledged for the support given in the 
marketing material as well as in the handout 
and/or orally. You should also have a simple 
Letter Of Agreement signed between the 
provider and the vendor.
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Dianne A.M. Aroh, MS, RN, NEA-BC
Executive Vice President, Chief Nursing 
Officer Hackensack University Medical 

Center

Evidence-based practice in the most practical sense 
is the integration of the best available evidence or 
research with the best available experiential patient 
and practitioner evidence. The judicious use of 
evidence and research in nursing is not new and it 
is deeply rooted in nursing’s history beginning with 
Florence Nightingale. Despite the enduring promises 
of EBP and research, it takes an estimated 17 years 
for the best evidence and research to be translated into 
daily clinical practice, and as little as 14% of research 
findings are actually utilized at the bedside (Balas 
& Boren 2000). Lack of time, access, insufficient 
resources and research skills, (Pravikoff, Tanner & 
Pierce, 2005), as well as multiple access portals to 
locate evidence, are some of the barriers cited by 
nurses for the low rate of translating research into 
daily clinical practice. Nurses in leadership positions 
have a responsibility for building and expanding the 
translation of evidence-based decisions and practice 
in the delivery of care aimed at improving patient 
care and organizational outcomes. A review of the 
literature reveals a number of models that provide 
the framework for EBP for projects; however there 
is a paucity of frameworks to guide nurse executives 
in building EBP infrastructures within organizations. 
Although the use of EBP is growing, evidence of 
science on how to translate research on EBP into 
clinical practice is still emerging. (Cullen, Dawson, 
Williams 2010). Implementing a culture change 
toward EBP is a complex and challenging task within 
complex healthcare systems and despite the findings 
of research supporting the integration of EBP, the use 
of ineffective implementation strategies persist (Bloom, 
2005). Bloom further states that the use of ineffective 
implementation strategies will result in “reduced 
patient care quality, and raises costs for all, the worst 
of both worlds” (p 305). Education is recognized as 
essential, but education alone will not result in the 
use of practice guidelines, and will not elucidate the 
barriers to full integration and translation of research 
and EBP.

In today’s rapidly changing healthcare environment 
with increasing pressure on quality, increased 
regulations, higher consumer expectations, nursing 
shortage, increasing patient acuity, and decreased 
reimbursement, the implementation of evidence-based 
practice is often met with resistance due to competing 
priorities; and nearly all organizational change  
initiatives fail because of the tendency of the planned 
change to be conceptual (Prochaska, Proschaska, 
& Levesque, 2001), without taking the knowledge, 
principles and psychology of organization change into 
consideration (Winum, Ryterband, & Stephensen, 
1997).

Overcoming Major Barriers
Even the best written strategic plan can fail because 

of barriers to implementation and the Chief Nursing 
Officer’s (CNO) role is pivotal for the development 
and sustainability of the context and infrastructure to 
support a Research/EBP culture. CNOs must create 

the opportunity for all stakeholders, from front line 
staff to the governing body to be active and engaged 
in devising a clear vision, purpose and plan toward full 
incorporation of an evidence-based practice approach 
in clinical and organizational functions. Furthermore, 
application of a theoretical construct on study of 
organizations must be included to effectively overcome 
the anticipated barriers. For example, Duck’s “Change 
Curve” model (2002) is a conceptual framework that 
can be applied and shared everyone.

Basic Assumptions for Change in an Organization

•	 Changing	 an	organization	 is	 a	 highly	 emotional	
process

•	 Group	change	require	individual	change
•	 No	 fundamental	 change	 takes	 place	 without	

strong leadership
•	 The	 leader	 must	 be	 willing	 to	 change	 before	

others are expected to change
•	 The	larger	and	more	drastic	the	change	the	more	

difficult
•	 The	 greater	 the	 number	 of	 individuals	 involved,	

the tougher the change will be to effect
Duck 2002

CNOs must communicate not only a clear vision, 
but also belief, persistence, patience and action 
to overcome the challenges or difficulties to be 
encountered.

In creating a vision
In addition, CNOs must present research and 

EBP data to the governing boards and senior leaders 
on patient, quality and financial outcomes linked to 
the application of research and EBP. Keeping senior 
leaders abreast of EBP initiatives is important toward 
ensuring the organizational context to support EBP 
in terms of culture, climate, electronic and human 
resources. According to the Institute for Healthcare 
Improvement (IHI) communicating with the governing 
boards and reporting the linkages between EBP and 
the achievement of the organization’s goal is key to 
garner the continued support and recognition of EBP. 
Additionally CNOs must provide visionary leadership, 
clarity of purpose, expectations and context for full 
integration of EBP into the culture of nursing practice. 
Research and EBP must be fully incorporated into 
the organization’s processes including the mission 
statement, vision, strategic plan, job descriptions, 

The Chief Nursing Officer’s Role In Supporting Evidence 
Based Practice And Nursing Research

performance appraisals and committee functions. 
Leadership must consistently apply research and an 
evidence based approach in organizational operations 
and decisions to promote its application and 
translation into clinical practice and decisions.

Changing an organization’s nursing practice culture 
is no simple undertaking. What distinguishes those 
hospitals able to establish and sustain a culture of EBP 
is often the commitment of the nursing leadership 
team. Nurse executives and managers can make 
EBP a priority for the entire institution by investing 
in the programs and resources necessary to identify 
and install evidence-based practices and hold staff 
accountable for using them. Such vigilance from the 
executive suite reminds staff that patients, and the 
nursing profession, deserve nothing less.
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ATLANTIC & CAPE MAY 
COUNTY
ATLANTIC CITY 
St. Andrew’s by the Sea
936 Baltic Avenue
(parking lot entrance on Maryland Ave)
Every Wednesday 7:00-8:30 p.m.
Michele G. C: 609-432-6284
Sally F. H: 609-748-8248

MArMOrA  
Church of the Resurrection
200 W. Tuckahoe Road, Room 2
Every Thursday 6:15-7:45 pm

Eileen P. H: 609-861-1834
Patricia M. W: 609-404-9426
 H: 609-390-8250

BErGEN COUNTY
PArAMUs
Bergen Regional Med. Ctr. Rm. E222 (2nd 
floor), Behavioral Health,
East Ridgewood Ave.
2nd & 4th Wednesday every month
7:30-9:00 pm

Lucille J. 201-265-0734
Teddy S. 917-566-7758
Rm. E218 Every Saturday 9:30-11:00AM
Phyllis P. 201-747-6214
Lee A. 201-796-6274

TEANECk
Holy Name Hospital
Conference Center, Room 1
Cedar Lane & Teaneck Road
1st, 3rd & 5th Tuesday 7:30-9:00 pm

Nancy E. 201-692-1774
Deborah M.  201-384-3699

MIDDLEsEX COUNTY
NEw BrUNswICk *NEw GrOUP
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
120 Albany Street, Room 108A
Every Tuesday 7:30-9:00 pm 
Breda M. H: 732-906-2340

PLAINsBOrO *NEw GrOUP *
Plainsboro Presbyterian Church
Library Room
Plainsboro Road
Every Wednesday 9:00 am
Jean L. 609-235-7799
Jill J 609-731-4424

wOODBrIDGE 
Trinity Episcopal Church
Rahway Avenue
Every Wednesday 7:30 pm
Dorothy S. H: 732-494-3508
 C: 732-991-5121
Kathy T. H: 732-525-2338
 C: 732-910-0129

MONMOUTH COUNTY
FrEEHOLD
CentraState Medical Center
OB Conf. Floor (use escalator)
West Main St.
1st & 3rd Friday every month
7:00–8:30 pm
Mary Lou H. 732-919-1378
Eleanor D. 732-728-1516

MArLBOrO
Discovery House
80 Conover Road Board Room
Every Tuesday 8:30 am-10:00 am
Rosemary S. C: 732-614-2883

NEPTUNE
Meridian Life Fitness
2020 Highway 33
2nd floor conference room
Every Friday 7:00–8:30 pm
Pat O. 732-291-0938
Bill P. 732-539-3433

Sunday 7:30 am - 9:00 am
Terri I. 732-774-2390

MOrrIs COUNTY
BOONTON
St. Clare’s Hospital—Boonton
Partial Day Program Group Room
Every Monday 6:30-8:00 pm
Melissa B. H: 973-663-3563
 C: 201-841-6505
Lia H. C: 201-321-4071

OCEAN COUNTY
MANAHAwkIN *sTArT 01/06* 
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit
333 N Main Street (Route 9)
ROOMS 6 and 7
Every Wednesday 7:00-8:30 pm
Barbara M. 609-296-7024
Donna D. 609-207-6197

TOMs rIvEr
Community Medical Center
Dietary Conference Room
Route 37
Every Wednesday (except 1st Wed.)
9:30-11:00 am
Deborah B. H: 732-202-7743
 C: 848-702-2816
Barbara W.  732-598-8689

PAssAIC COUNTY
PAssAIC AwAYs CALL FACILITATOr 
IN ADvANCE
St. Mary’s Hospital, 2nd Floor
Employee Cafeteria Conference Room
Call: 973-365-4300 ext. 5 for
further directions
2nd & 4th Tuesday every month 7:00-8:30 pm
Lee B. 973-904-0822
Debbie H. C: 201-618-8855

sUssEX COUNTY
NEwTON
Bristol Glenn
Route 206
Every Monday 5:30-7:00 pm
Rita G. W: 973-579-2456
 H: 973-383-3012
 C: 201-213-7017
Marla C. C: 914-443-9123

UNION COUNTY
BErkELEY HEIGHTs
Runnells Specialized Hospital
40 Watchung Way, Auditorium
(ground level)
Every Wednesday 5:30-7:00 p.m.
Betsy T. W: 908-790-5311

CrANFOrD
The Mill
347 Lincoln Avenue E
Every Tuesday 11:00-12:30 pm
Peg P. W: 908-272-9088
Breda M. H: 732-906-2340

BUrLINGTON COUNTY
MOOrEsTOwN
Baptist Church, Main Street
Every Monday 12:30-2:00 PM *03/22
Kelly L. 856-778-8929
Doris B. 856-303-1442

Every Monday 6:30-8:00 PM
Pat M. H: 856-235-2916
Suzanne K. H: 856-740-9442
Toni P. H: 856-489-6975

CAMDEN COUNTY
HADDONFIELD
First Presbyterian Church
20 Kings Highway East, Room 304
Every Wednesday 7:00 pm
Mary M. C: 609-605-1329
Lisa V H: 856-218-7053
 W: 856-673-1340
 C: 609-464-2847

CUMBErLAND/sALEM C
sEABrOOk
Seabrook House
133 Polk Lane—Founder’s Hall Basement
Off Route 77
Every Tuesday 6:30-8:00 pm
Tina C. H: 856-546-1529
 C: 609-313-3762

EssEX COUNTY
MONTCLAIr
100 Valley Road
Room 2205, Dharma Therapy
Montclair, NJ
2nd & 4th Tuesday every month 1:00-2:30 pm
Every Saturday 10:00-11:30 am
Vickie B. C: 973-943-1969
 W: 973-684-6124
Sharon K. C: 973-951-4118
 H: 973-365-0663

HUNTErDON COUNTY
FLEMINGTON
Hunterdon Medical Center
2100 Wescott Dr. (off Rt. 31)
Substance Abuse Conference Center
Every Tuesday 7:00-8:30 pm
Sean M. 908-806-8916
Cindy F. 908-361-0353

MErCEr COUNTY
TrENTON *02/02 EvErY TUEs.*
New Jersey State Nurses Association
1479 Pennington Road
Every Tuesday 7:00-8:30 pm
Rosaline F. H: 609-466-0405
 C: 609-462-3382
Robbi A. C: 609-462-0431 Revised: 03/04/2010

NURSE SUPPORT 
GROUPS
These are self-help, smoke-free groups 
facilitated by a nurse or health care 
professional who understands addiction 
and the recovery process.

NOTE: You must contact the group 
facilitator prior to attending the meeting 
of your choice.

Peer Assistance Line
1-800-662-0108
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Letter to the 
Editor

The Richard Stockton
College of New Jersey 
Dr. Barbara Wright Editor
The Institute for Nursing

Dear Dr. Wright:
In the article “Rutgers Announces Plans to Create 

a School of Nursing at the Rutgers-Camden Campus,” 
you observe that “The proposal to establish a Rutgers 
School of Nursing-Camden signals a welcome expansion 
of the Rutgers nursing program, the only BSN program 
in southern New Jersey.” This is an incorrect statement. 
The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey, located 12 
miles from the Jersey shore, has a fully developed pre-
licensure program (BSN) that will graduate its Inaugural 
class this May.

Stockton continually ranked as one of the best 
regional colleges by US News and World Report and 
the Princeton Review offers the RN to BSN and Pre-
Licensure Programs at the undergraduate level and 
Post- baccalaureate training (the MSN and Certificates). 
The nursing program has been an integral part of the 
Stockton curriculum since 1975. The highly respected 
RN to BSN has been in existence for over 30 years.

With Atlanticare Regional Medical Center (ARMC) a 
winner of the 2009 Malcolm Baldridge National Quality 
Award and Bacharach Rehabilitation Institute located on 
Stockton’s 1600 acre campus, our students are assured of 
clinical rotations designed to instill the highest standards 
of care. Lori S. Herndon RN, BSN, MBA, ARMCs, CEO, 
is an alumna of our nursing program, a strong testimonial 
to the standards our undergraduate program sets for 
students. Many other Stockton nursing graduates hold 
administrative positions in Southern New Jersey.

We are proud of the contributions Stockton’s nursing 
program in partnership with community based healthcare 
institutions has made to the quality of care available in 
Southern New Jersey and welcomed this opportunity to 
correct an oversight.

With best regards,

Cheryle Eisele, EdD, RN, APN, C
Coordinator, Nursing Program
School of Health Sciences
The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey 
Pomona, NJ 08240

Brenda Stevenson Marshall, PhD, MPH, MAE
Dean and Professor
School of Health Sciences
The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
Pomona, New Jersey 08240
609.652.4518 (p) 609.652.4858 (f)

Lourdes Emergency Department at 
DEBORAH ® —Convenient Access to 

Emergency Care
Free Community Open House Gives 
Residents a “Sneak Peak” of the ED

When it comes to emergency medicine, speed 
is of critical importance. Beginning in early March, 
residents of Burlington, Ocean and Mercer counties 
will have improved access to health care with the 
opening of the Lourdes Emergency Department at 
DEBORAH®.

Operated by Lourdes Medical Center of Burlington 
County, the emergency department on the campus 
of Deborah Heart and Lung Center in Browns Mills 
will offer ambulances and walk-in patients convenient 
access to advanced emergency care around the clock. 
The project is a result of an agreement between 
Lourdes and Deborah to work jointly to improve 
access to emergency and primary care services in 
the county and surrounding communities. It is the 
first time that two independent organizations have 
partnered to develop a new full-service emergency 
facility in the state.

Lourdes has undertaken a $4.3 million 
reconstruction project of an existing building on the 
Deborah campus to build the emergency department. 
The new unit is expected to begin seeing patients, 
pending state approvals, in early March.

“For many emergencies—including heart attack and 
stroke—it is imperative for people to go to the nearest 
emergency room for the best optimal outcomes,” said 
Eugene Johnson, CEO of Lourdes Medical Center 
of Burlington County. “Previously, this was a huge 
obstacle for many residents in this region. With the 
opening of this new facility, those needing emergency 
care will no longer have to travel 30 or 40 minutes to 
the nearest emergency room.”

“For the first time, area residents will have close 
access to top-notch emergency care. Critical care 
patients will benefit from shorter travel times, all 
patients will benefit from greatly reduced waiting times 
to see a physician and patients will benefit from the 
latest technology and emergency room organizational 
practices implemented in a brand new, state-of-the-art 
facility,” said John R. Ernst, Deborah president and 
CEO.

The new 10,000-square-foot emergency department 
will be equipped and staffed 24 hours a day to treat 
any adult or pediatric emergency. The facility features 

11 general exam/treatment rooms; a triage bay; 
specialized treatment areas, including OB/GYN, 
cardiac resuscitation and isolation/decontamination; 
support services such as lab and radiology; a 
comfortable waiting area; and ample parking.

Lourdes Emergency Department at Deborah 
is expected to serve 10,000 to 15,000 patients a 
year, including those from Joint Base McGuire-Dix-
Lakehurst.

“When it comes to healthcare services in New 
Jersey, accessibility is key. That has become all too 
clear here in the Garden State, where a number of 
hospitals have closed in recent years. We applaud 
Lourdes for extending its service to the Browns 
Mills community and providing those residents with 
the security and peace of mind of easily accessible 
emergency care,” said Aline Holmes, RN, senior 
vice president of clinical affairs with the New Jersey 
Hospital Association.

To celebrate this opening and give the public a 
sneak peak of the new ED, a free community open 
house was held on Saturday, February 27, 2010. 
Those in attendance were able to meet the staff, enjoy 
free health screenings, safety demonstrations, a teddy 
bear clinic, door prizes, ambulance tours, healthy 
refreshments and much more. Special guest, former 
Phillies pitcher Mitch “Wild Thing” Williams was on 
hand to sign autographs from 10:30 a.m. until noon.

The ED is located at Deborah Heart and Lung 
Center, 200 Trenton Road, Browns Mills, NJ.
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New Jersey Nursing Students

American Nurses 
Advocacy Institute 

Conference
Regina Adams, RN

President, New Jersey Nursing Students, Inc.

I attended the American 
Nurses Advocacy Institute 
Conference (ANAI) in 
Washington D.C. October 2009. 
The ANAI conference was 
limited to twenty-five attendees 
from around the country. The 
conference was designed to 
educate state participants about 
the advocacy process, and how 
to effect policy change within 
our state. During the three 
day conference, there were a 
number of informative speakers 
that gave insight into the legislative process. One point 
was made clear, the legislative process often takes years 
to complete.

By the end of the three day conference we are 
prepared to meet our elected representatives and talk 
about the important nursing issues such as chemical 
reform and health care reform. As most can imagine, 
health care reform was the main topic on Capitol Hill. 
Lawmakers were interested in the nurse’s perspective 
on health care reform. They are concerned how heath 
care reform will impact the nursing profession and 
patient care. It is imperative that nurses be included in 
the reform process and that our voice is unified.

During the next year I will be working closely with 
my ANAI mentor, Sharon Rainer and the ANA staff on 
chemical reform in the state of New Jersey. Chemical 
reform affects the nurses of New Jersey because the 
patients we see in the hospital often have comorbidities 
and are sicker than in previous years. Research has linked 
chemicals to health problems such as asthma, diabetes, 
childhood cancers and behavioral disorders. We owe it to 
future generations of children to be chemical free. I look 
forward to a challenging yet rewarding year with the New 
Jersey State Nurses Association.

 For more information on state policies that affect 
nursing practice visit the New Jersey State Nurses 
Association at www.njsna.org. For more information 
on federal government affairs, visit the American 
Nurses Association at www.nursingworld.org.

Regina Adams

New Jersey Nursing Students, Inc.
58th Annual Convention—February 17-19, 2010, 

Tropicana Resort & Casino, Atlantic City, NJ
Sharon M. James, RN
NJNS, Inc. Secretary

The New Jersey Nursing Students, Inc. (NJNS, 
Inc.) held their 58th annual convention, Nursing All 
Around: We’ve Got You Covered, in Atlantic City, NJ 
on February 17-19, 2010. The convention was a huge 
success with approximately 1,500 New Jersey nursing 
students in attendance. The NJNS, Inc. executive 
board planned an exciting program for the nursing 
students of New Jersey including an exhibit hall with 
over thirty exhibitors, an American Red Cross Blood 
Drive, an inspiring Opening Ceremony featuring Carol 
Jorgenson Huston (immediate past president of Sigma 
Theta Tau International) as the Keynote Speaker, 
a Skills Lab, Drexel University’s NCLEX Review 
and over forty focus sessions presented by talented 
nurse educators and experts in the nursing field from 
throughout the state of New Jersey. In addition, 
student representatives from many New Jersey nursing 
schools participated as delegates to represent their 
schools in three House of Delegates meetings held at 
the convention.

The House of Delegates meetings were chaired 
by the NJNS, Inc. President, Regina Adams, RN. 
Some of the topics that were discussed in the 
meetings included review and approval of the NJNS, 
Inc. Bylaws, review and approval of a proposed 
resolution presented by the NJNS, Inc. Resolutions 
Director, Elizabeth McFetridge, entitled “In Support 
of Improving Nursing Students Knowledge of Health 
Literacy,” and nomination and election of the 2010-
2011 NJNS, Inc. executive board.

The delegates reviewed and discussed the NJNS, 
Inc. Bylaws and approved them without changes. The 
delegates proposed some changes to the resolution, 
which were incorporated by the Resolutions Director. 
The amended resolution was read, voted on and 
approved at the next House of Delegates meeting. This 
resolution will be presented at the National Student 
Nurses Association (NSNA) annual convention in April 
7-11, 2010 in Orlando, FL by Elizabeth McFetridge, 
NJNS, Inc. Resolutions Director.

Many nominations for NJNS, Inc. board candidates 
were made from the floor of the House of Delegates. 
After the proper credentialing of the candidates 
was verified by Denise Abbruzzese, the NJNS, Inc. 

Membership/Nominations Director, elections were 
held on Friday, February 19, 2010. The Delegates 
voted by confidential ballot on the candidates for each 
position on the NJNS, Inc. board, and the election 
winners were announced at the Closing Ceremony by 
Regina Adams, NJNS, Inc. President. The 2010-2011 
NJNS, Inc. executive board is listed below:

•	 President:	Regina	Adams,	RN,	Thomas	Edison	
State College and current NJNS, Inc. President

•	 1st	Vice	President:	Alex	Wildman,	Helene	Fuld	
School of Nursing

•	 2nd	Vice	President:	Shawn	Johnson,	Our	Lady	
of Lourdes School of Nursing

•	 Treasurer:	Janarra	Crawford,	Middlesex	County	
College and current NJNS, Inc. Treasurer

•	 Secretary:	Amy	Collazo,	Jersey	City	University	
and current NJNS, Inc. Legislation Education 
Director

•	 Community	Health	Director:	Destiny	Little,	Our	
Lady of Lourdes School of Nursing

•	 Membership/Nominations	Director:	Dina	Zdon,	
Helene Fuld School of Nursing

•	 Public	 Relations	 Director/Pulsebeat Editor: 
Jackie Norrell, Felecian College

•	 Legislation	Education	Director:	Stephanie	Herr,	
Mountainside School of Nursing

•	 Resolutions	 Director:	 Dennise	 Geiger,	 Capital	
Health School of Nursing

•	 Breakthrough	 to	 Nursing	 Director:	 Noel	
Bianchi, Mountainside School of Nursing 

•	 Fundraising	 Director:	 Eleanor	 Lazar,	 Helene	
Fuld School of Nursing

In addition, four scholarship awards were presented 
to New Jersey nursing students; three of the 
scholarships were provided by NJNS, Inc. and one 
was a memorial scholarship from the Byrnes family. 
The NJNS, Inc. scholarship award applications were 
available to all New Jersey nursing students via the 
NJNS, Inc. website. The winners were selected by the 
NJNS, Inc. Scholarship Committee and awarded to 
students who were present at the Closing Ceremony. 
The Dawn M. Byrnes Memorial Scholarship winner 
was selected by a special committee and also 
presented at the Closing Ceremony. Congratulations 
to all of the scholarship winners!

The newly elected executive board will assume 
their positions at 10:00am on Saturday, May 8, 2010 
at the NJNS, Inc. transition meeting at the New 
Jersey Nursing Students, Inc. headquarters located 
at 1479 Pennington Rd. in Trenton, NJ. The 2009-
2010 NJNS, Inc. executive board extends heartfelt 
congratulations to the newly elected 2010-2011 NJNS, 
Inc. executive board.
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Becoming a Nurse Leader
Carol Huston, DPA, FAAN, 

internationally recognized nurse 
educator and author, led NJ 
Nursing Students through “10 
Lessons for Leadership” based 
on her extensive experience, 
including serving as President of 
Sigma Theta Tau International, 
the nursing honor society with 
over 130,000 members. Huston 
was keynote speaker at NJ 
Nursing Students’ 58th Annual 
Convention. She stressed the 
importance of nurse leaders who must build healthy 
professional communities.

Ten Lessons that Dr. Huston shared from her 
leadership journey that included becoming a fellow 
of the American Academy of Nursing (FAAN), are as 
follows:

1. Find a mentor
2. Be self aware
3. Laugh at one’s self, leave big egos behind
4. Be visionary, take risks, ask permission only 

when necessary
5. Keep gas in the tank, and money in the bank
6. Recognize power as positive, it is energy in 

hand
7. Communication is vital, while may need to be 

discrete in information shared
8. Know the importance of followers, we are 

servant leaders; trust is a cornerstone
9. Spend time doing things that are important to 

you
10. Enjoy the journey

During her presentation, Dr. Huston addressed the 
importance of authentic leadership, as well as thought 
leadership, and transformational leadership. Not only 
will nursing students benefit from her advice, but also 
those who have moved beyond their student days can 
use her sage advice.

***************************************************************

Huston discusses Global Imperatives for 
Nursing Quality: The Challenges and 
Opportunities

At NJ Nursing Students luncheon for Deans 
and Directors of Nursing Schools

Dr. Carole Huston, California State University, 
Chico, School of Nursing Director, shared her 
international nursing experiences with NJ Nursing 
Students’ leaders and Deans and Directors of NJ 
Nursing Schools. In her remarks Huston outlined 
the United Nations Millennium Development Goals. 
The first goal is to: Reduce Poverty (Need to 
raise 25% of the world that has an income of about 
$1 dollar; the US is $12 dollars a day). Women and 
children are most vulnerable from poverty; in many 
countries, women are still not permitted to own 
property. Poverty is related to little or no education, 
and increased morbidity and mortality. Goal two 
is: Achieve Primary Education for all children 
(up to 6th grade, particularly for girls; in Cambodia, 
85% are illiterate). Goal three is: Addressing 
Women’s Lack of Human Rights (gender parity in 
primary education to reach 30%, as now 18%). Girl 
child initiative of ICN is to educate orphan children 
of nurses. Goal four is: Reduce Childhood 
Mortality. In Cambodia, cultural norms, such as 
breast milk colostrum believed to cause infections, in 
fact contributes to illness. Measles immunization has 
been successful. Goal five is: Improve Maternal 
Health (deaths 1 in 8,000 in US; 1 in 22 in Sub-
Saharan Africa). Use of skilled attendant at births 
can greatly reduce mortality. Goal six is: Combat 
infection, especially HIV, and Malaria (using mosquito 
nets). Goal seven: Improving the Environment 
(sanitation major problem). Goal eight is: Achieve 
Sustainability (increasing use of non-governmental 
organizations and private funds, such as Gates 
Foundation). Dr. Huston stressed that a Global Society 
exists in which we are as vulnerable as the weakest 
link. (See United Nations website: www.un.org/
millenniumgoals)

secretary-General calls on leaders to attend 
Millennium Development Goals summit

next september

“The MDGs are too big to fail. We are ready to act, 
ready to deliver, and ready to make 2010 a year of 

results for people.”

New Jersey Nursing Students

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has called on 
world leaders to attend a summit next September to 
boost efforts to achieve the Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs). Coming amid mixed progress toward 
the Goals and new crises that threaten the global 
effort to halve extreme poverty, “the summit will be a 
crucially important opportunity to redouble our efforts 
to meet the Goals,” he said, referring to the targets 
adopted at the UN Millennium Summit of 2000, 
aimed at slashing poverty, hunger, disease, maternal 
and child deaths and other ills by a 2015 deadline.

“I declared 2010 to be the year of development,” 
Mr. Ban said at a recent press encounter. “We need to 
focus attention and accelerate the process to achieve, 
to realize, the goals of the MDGs by the target year, 
2015. We have only six years left before 2015.”

The UN General Assembly has agreed that the 
summit, or high-level plenary meeting, will be held 
on September 20-22, just prior to the start of the 
Assembly’s annual General Debate, which usually 
brings dozens of heads of State and government to 
New York. In its resolution adopted on December 
21, 2009, the Assembly also set out the format of 
the summit, with statements in the plenary running 
concurrently with six round tables on a range of issues. 
Interactive hearings with civil society are to be held in 
the lead-up to the summit.

“In the decade since the Goals were first agreed, 
we have learned a great deal about what works, and 
where we need to focus our efforts,” Mr. Ban said. 
“Evidence shows that the Goals can be achieved, 
even in the poorest countries, when good policies and 
projects are backed by adequate resources.”

He noted that the MDGs have triggered 
unprecedented efforts worldwide in the fight 
against poverty, hunger, disease and environmental 
destruction, but stressed that “we can and must do 
more, especially given the growing impact of climate 
change, increasing global hunger, and continuing 
fallout from the economic and financial crisis.”

He urged the heads of State and government to 
engage fully in ensuring a successful, practical, action-
oriented outcome that delivers results for the billions 
of people struggling to meet their basic needs and to 
live in dignity and peace. “My message is simple: The 
MDGs are too big to fail,” the Secretary-General said. 
“We are ready to act, ready to deliver, and ready to 
make 2010 a year of results for people.” (Reprinted: 
www.un.org/millenniumgoals)

Carol Huston
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HAPPY DAYS or NOT
by Connie Wilson, LPN

Happy Days mean different things to different people. 
It could be a pleasant evening watching Fonzie and Richie 
on the boob tube. It could be a Saturday without the snow 
shovel. Perhaps you are just “happy” to wake up in the 
morning and thank God you are not one of the 36,000 
people who lost their job this week. I know I am! There 
actually was a U.S. Senator who got excited about “only 
36,000 people” losing their jobs in one week. Someone 
needs to let this Senator know that it was 36,000 not 36. 
Even if it were 36 people, if you are one of them you are 
praying hard and often for assistance from above and 
your family and friends to help you “survive” the tough 
times ahead.

What does all this mean? It means we are facing tough 
economic times and significant changes in our lives as 
nurses, families and friends. What lies ahead remains 
unknown and unclear. So, what then do we know? We 
know nurses need to bond together quickly and remain 
bonded. A baseball team has nine players on the field at 
any given time. As soon as the baseball is hit, the entire 
team moves into action to back up their team. They just 
do not stand and wait for one of the team to make the 
play. They are always prepared to back up each other. As 
nurses, do we do the same? I think not! Time for change 
is now! The time of shooting ourselves in the foot has to 
be put behind us, far behind us. We need to learn from 
the past, focus on the present and look to our future. If 
we are to have a future! We need to come together as a 
“profession.” We are a profession of varying degrees and 
knowledge but we are all nurses. We need, we must learn 
to work to better our careers, improve the well-being of 
our patients and community and survivor these trying 
times.

Health care is unique. It consists of people changing 

people’s lives not only daily but moment to moment. As 
nurses (caregivers) we attempt to learn about patients, 
their diagnosis, their pain, their tests, their overall needs. 
But how much do we really know about each other? 
How well do we utilize the talents of our nursing team? 
Yes, we are supposed to be “critical thinkers” but more 
importantly is to remember that “thinking is critical.” 
Thinking about ourselves and talents as well as our 
patients. If we are aware of the knowledge, skills and 
licenses of each other, we are better able to implement 
these skills and improve the care of our patients.

I will ask you to consider the skill level of the Licensed 
Practical Nurse. In Mercer County the Licensed Practical 
Nurse has evolved from a high-school based program 
to a fully approved Department of Education program. 
The LPN is taught by instructors required to have at 
least a BSN and the school must met the standards and 
regulations of the Board of Nursing. The graduates are 
required to sit and pass NCLEX before being “licensed” 
by the Board of Nursing. After receiving his/her license, 
the Licensed Practical Nurse is held to the same standards 
as is the Registered Professional Nurse. Why, because 
they are both NURSES!

The scope of practice is not task driven because 
tasks change relatively quickly. The Board of Nursing 
permits the individual hospitals and long care facilities 
to use the Algorithm to allow nurses (LPNs) to perform 
various tasks within their respective facilities. They 
MUST develop a policy, education (train) and validate 
the competency of the nurses before the task (skill) can 
be implemented. The Licensed Practical Nurse is taught 
in school to give medications (properly), monitor IV’s, 
and to assess their patients. You cannot be a nurse if 
you cannot assess your patient. Most importantly, the 
LPN is responsible for his/her own license but must work 
under the direction of the Registered Nurse according to 

the Delegatory Clause of the Board of Nursing. The key 
to success is “communication.” The LPN is responsible 
for communicating findings to the Registered Nurse 
assigned to oversee and “mentor” his/her patients. The 
Registered Nurse is ultimately responsible for the patients 
on his/her nursing unit. However, the Licensed Practical 
Nurse is responsible for his/her own practice. The LPN 
must communicate often and effectively to the RN. This 
means informing the RN of any critical issues and also 
informing the RN if the patient is “stable.” The well-being 
of the patient and entire nursing team rests with frequent 
communication from LPNs, to RNs, support associates to 
nurses and unit secretaries to nurses. We owe it to our 
patients and each other.

If the nursing facilities recognize the abilities of the 
Licensed Practical Nurses, utilize their knowledge 
and skills effectively and often, encourage continuing 
education and upper mobility (LPN to RN programs) 
and “mentor” them, they will benefit greatly. They 
will be assisting with the nursing shortage by having a 
nurse (LPN) able to work part-time while going through 
a RN program, partially oriented upon graduation 
and dedicated to the care of patients, their facility and 
profession. Not to mention, they are cost-effective. Most 
LPNs are rededicated individuals serving their hospitals 
and/or facilities for many, many years.

So, how well do we know each other? How far are we 
willing to go to utilize the skills of our team mates? Are we 
ready to move forward, nurse working with nurse, RNs 
mentoring LPNs, LPNs encouraging RNs to move toward 
their BSN or MSN? Are we PROUD of our profession? 
Are we willing to fight for change and save the jobs of our 
co-workers? HAPPY DAYS or “Not?

I would like to thank Cecelia “COOKIE” Black, LPN 
for her 42 years of service to St. Francis Medical Center. 
She has proven to be a “great NURSE.”

When the Center for Domestic Preparedness 
(CDP), located in Anniston, Ala., was founded in 
1998, it was envisioned as a resident training facility 
that would train a maximum of 10,000 responders 
per year. In FY 2009, the CDP staff trained close to 
99,000 responders from across the United States and 
its territories, well exceeding the initial expectations 
of the late ‘90s. Recently, the CDP celebrated its 
500,000th graduate, another milestone as the center 
moves into its 12th year.

A unique feature of CDP training is that the 
majority of the resident and non- resident training 
courses are interdisciplinary, promoting greater 
understanding among diverse responder disciplines:  
Emergency Management, Emergency Medical 
Services, Fire Service, Governmental Administrative, 
Hazardous Materials, Healthcare, Law Enforcement, 
Public Health, Public Safety Communications, and 
Public Works.

Nestled in the foothills of the Appalachian 
Mountains, the CDP’s training program features 
more than 40 unique courses that offer emergency 
responders everything from radiation contamination 
and incident response training to pandemic influenza 
and healthcare emergency management.

A popular aspect of the CDP is the fact that it is 
home to the nation’s only toxic chemical training 
facility for emergency responders. The faculty and 
students refer to the training site as the “COBRATF”, 
which stands for Chemical, Ordnance, Biological, and 
Radiological Training Facility. The COBRATF features 
civilian training exercises in a true toxic environment, 
using chemical agents.

“The COBRA exceeded my expectations,” said Lt. 
Stephen Weiler, a police officer from Illinois. “I feel 
very comfortable now attempting to provide quality 
response to a mass casualty incident. I really enjoyed 
how we tested two separate nerve agents. The COBRA 
facility has boosted my confidence to respond, now that 
I know my gear will work and keep me safe.”

Although practical application with toxic agents 
is a highlight of some courses, classroom instruction 
offers expert advice from instructors and students 
alike who have served on the frontlines day after 
day in hometown America. The CDP uses the latest 
techniques and procedures and some of the best 
equipment available during the instruction.

Instructors at the CDP each have a minimum of 10 
years of required emergency responder experience 

before they are even considered for a position. Each 
instructor is carefully selected, based on experience, 
knowledge of the national response elements, and 
ability to teach.

In 2007, the CDP welcomed the Noble Training 
Facility into its training venue. The former Army Noble 
Hospital was converted into a training site for health 
and medical education in disasters and mass casualty 
events. It serves as the only operational hospital in the 
U.S. dedicated to training.

“You can never fully focus on the exercise at 
home,” said Dr. Mary-Elise Manuell, emergency 
medicine director from Worcester, Mass. “[At the 
CDP] you operate inside an actual hospital, which is so 

It’s Not Just Training, It’s Preparedness

amazing,” she stressed. “When you come down here 
[to Alabama] and experience these fully-functional 
exercises and realize the broad impact they have, you 
want to go back and ensure your facility is ready for 
just about any type of incident.”

The cost to attend CDP training courses is minimal 
for qualified responders, as the Department of 
Homeland Security picks up the tab for travel, meals, 
and lodging. The devotion of time and attention is 
only asked in return.

“The CDP offers one-of-a-kind training you can’t 
find anywhere else,” said Rick Dickson, assistant 
director of Training Delivery. “This facility is an asset 
to the nation, and the best part is, the training is 
funded, for state, local and tribal response personnel.”

The CDP provides America’s emergency responders 
with skills for response to potential terrorism, making 
America a safer place. Preparing a nation capable of 
protecting itself and responding to critical emergencies 
are among the many accomplishments realized each 
week at the Alabama training center.

The CDP is a vital artery for the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency’s National Preparedness 
Directorate’s national readiness in the Department of 
Homeland Security.

Learn more about the CDP at http://cdp.dhs.gov.

FEMA’s mission is to support its citizens and first responders 
to ensure that as a nation we work together to build, sustain, and 
improve our capability to prepare for, protect against, respond 
to, recover from, and mitigate all hazards.
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New Jersey Board of Nursing’s Intervention Program
by Joanne Cole, RN Director of the

Recovery & Monitoring Program

On May 3, 2005, Governor Richard Codey signed 
Senate Bill 1445 (P.L. 2005, Chapter 82) into law, 
mandating the New Jersey Board of Nursing (NJBON) 
to establish an Alternative to Discipline Committee 
for Board licensees who are suffering from a chemical 
dependency or other impairment.

In 2007, after a review of several potential 
rehabilitation and monitoring programs, the NJBON 
entered into contract with the nurse Recovery and 
Monitoring Program (RAMP), which was housed 
within the Institute for Nursing. The NJBON then 
appointed the Alternative to Discipline 
Committee to oversee RAMP.

The Committee was composed of 
two nurses who were members of the 
NJBON, two registered professional 
nurses with expertise in addiction 
recommended by the New Jersey State Nurses 
Association who represent the designated intervention 
program (RAMP); and one individual designated by the 
State Commissioner of Health and Senior Services. 
The Executive Directors of the NJBON and RAMP 
were appointed to provide professional staffing for the 
Committee as required (N.J.S.A. 45:11-24.10 c.).

RAMP began accepting referrals at the end of 
2007. In April 2008, regulations were adopted 
requiring a $5 fee on each nurse license application 
that would be dedicated to funding the intervention 
program. Funding began with the NJBON’s 2008-
2009 fiscal year cycle.

The RAMP program is consistent with the NJBON’s 
mission of providing oversight of New Jersey’s nursing 
profession and ensuring that the public’s health, safety 
and welfare is protected. The RAMP program seeks 
to address the needs of licensees who have substance 
abuse problems, with the goals of rehabilitation, 
recovery and a return of the licensee to the nursing 
profession.

According to the US Department of Health and 
Human Services (SMA 08-4350-2008) drug and 

alcohol problems in the workplace cost American 
employers billions of dollars each year through 
excessive healthcare costs, increased potential for 
workplace accidents, the need for colleagues to re-do 
work performed by impaired employees, increased 
absenteeism and frequent changing of employment. 
The costs to patients and their families who are 
harmed by such activities are not factored into the 
above.

Since the NJBON began working with RAMP, 
the numbers of enrolled individuals have nearly 
quadrupled, in part due to self-reporting, but mostly 
through employer reports to the Board and processing 

by the Alternative to Discipline 
Committee or through NJBON 
disciplinary requirement. The spike 
in RAMP participants illustrates the 
seriousness of the alcohol and drug 
abuse problem and also the need for 
such a treatment and rehabilitation 

program.
Nurses who realize their illness and opt to self-

report and enter into RAMP may be able to remain 
anonymous so long as they remain in compliance with 
their program requirements. These requirements may 
range from inpatient detoxification and outpatient 
follow-up treatment to random biometric studies, i.e. 
urine drug screens, peer group meetings, 12 step 
meetings and counseling sessions.

The intervention program case manager works 
with each enrollee in developing an individualized 
rehabilitation program plan. The case manager also 
monitors compliance with the plan and is required to 
report non-compliance to the NJBON for its review 
and possible public action.

In cases where nurses have been caught practicing 
while impaired or diverting drugs for their own use— 
as long as there is no patient harm, no arrests have 
occurred, and disciplinary action has not been taken 
by the employer—the NJBON may be willing to 
work with the nurse and permit him/her to enter the 
RAMP program through a private letter of agreement. 

Giving Back
Ruth B. Gage, PhD, APN

On January 27 the Institute for Nursing held 
another successful all day education program for 
prospective Nurse Support Group leaders and 
interested hospital administrators. The majority 
of attendees were interested in becoming group 
leaders under the Institute’s RAMP (Recovery and 
Monitoring Program) and were enthusiastic about their 
participation in the program. A frequently mentioned 
factor that motivated participants was the ideal of 
“giving back,” for the perceived advantages and 
rewards they had received from their profession. Some 
of our group leaders are recovering nurses themselves, 
and they are eager to share the advantages they now 
enjoy since they have regained their health and are 
again in active practice. Others are working in the field 
of addictions and are anxious to extend the benefits of 
the recovery process to their colleagues. Others have 
varied backgrounds in nursing and are committed 
to the idea of contributing to the recovery and well 
being of their colleagues. Those who are interested 
in becoming group leaders have the opportunity for 
training and supervision by seasoned supervisors and 
group practitioners.

If you are interested in becoming a group leader, 
you may contact Joanne Cole, RN, RAMP Director at 
(609) 883-5335 ext. 34 or joanne@njsna.org. There 
is an ongoing need for more groups as the program 
continues to expand.

Nurse managers and hospital administrative 
personnel find the program useful for dealing more 
knowledgably with employees with problems of 
impaired practice. The next education program is 
scheduled for Wednesday, May 19, 2010 at NJSNA 
Headquarters in Trenton. An added benefit is that this 
program carries 6.0 contact hours credit at a time 
when nurses are renewing their licenses before the 
end of May. To register, visit www.njsna.org, click on 
REGISTER FOR AN EVENT.

This provides the nurse with the ability to remain 
anonymous to the public. The case manager manages 
these cases as described above. As long as the nurse 
remains in compliance, she/he is able to remain 
anonymous. When the nurse falls out of compliance, 
as previously stated, they are referred to the Board for 
its review and possible public action.

Individuals who have been suspended or terminated 
from employment, arrested for drug or alcohol related 
issues, or are identified by their employers as highly 
suspect for substance use or abuse and who refuse to 
enter into the intervention program for evaluation will 
be referred to the NJBON’s disciplinary committee for 
review and possible public action.

Employing agencies are being asked to support the 
concepts of rehabilitation and recovery. This support 
would come by retaining the impaired nurse in their 
employ and by working with the nurse and RAMP 
as the nurse moves from detoxification, stabilization 
or initial assessment through the various stages of 
supervised re-entry into the work environment with 
the necessary limitations in place, i.e. no access to 
controlled dangerous substances if appropriate as 
determined by the intervention team.

Substance abuse and addiction is viewed by the 
NJBON as a disease that can be treated and the 
individual rehabilitated. Substance abuse and addiction 
places patients and colleagues at risk of being harmed. 
It costs the health care industry billions of dollars.

 The impaired nurse knows who she/he is. If he/
she is willing to be rehabilitated, RAMP is designed to 
support this nurse through rehabilitation and recovery. 
From a professional and also societal viewpoint, 
there is interest in supporting the impaired nurse to 
get treatment, achieve rehabilitation and return to 
professional practice.

Reference:

U.S. DHHS, SAMSHA, CSAT, “What You Need to 
Know About the Cost of Substance Abuse,” Rockville, 
MD. 2008 http://csat.samhsa.gov/IDBSE/employee/
TheCostofSubstanceAbuse-wpb7.pdf (Accessed 12-15-08).

New Educational Facility Excels in Advancing Nursing Education
Dramatic Technological Advances Contribute to Outstanding Nursing 

Education At State of the Art Facility in Elizabeth
The new home of the Trinitas School of Nursing 

in Union County College’s brand new Elizabeth I. 
Kellogg Building provides challenging opportunities 
for students to develop superior patient care skills.
High and mid-fidelity patient simulators give nursing 
students real-life patient care experiences that they will 
encounter in the care setting.

The Trinitas School of Nursing, the second largest 
nursing school in the United States, occupies the 
entire third floor of the Kellogg Building. Students 
and faculty members work together in a large 16-bed 
Learning/Simulation Center that strongly resembles 
a fully outfitted Intensive Care Unit. Here, 16 patient 
care simulators—men, women and infants—serve as 
patients with whom nursing students practice their 
skills. High-fidelity “patients” talk, have real life vital 
signs, can express pain and emotions, and can die if 
they are given the wrong treatment. A control room 
allows faculty to monitor students and interact with 
them through voice mechanisms in the simulated 
patients. Students can also generate information about 
each patient through computerized patient charting.

In seven “smart” classrooms, wireless internet and 
computerized projection capabilities provide 21st 
century technology while a separate computer lab has 
29 computer stations. A Learning Center Annex has 
10 additional computers and four patient care units. 
Three conference rooms and 10 offices for faculty and 
administrative staff are also found in the facility.

“This new facility is the closest student nurses can 
get to taking care of patients during their education 
at the Trinitas School of Nursing,” explains Mary 
Lebreck Kelley, MSN, MEd, RN, CNE, Dean of 
the Trinitas School of Nursing and Director of 
Education at Trinitas Regional Medical Center. “These 
human patient simulators and other technological 
advancements supplement their textbook learning 
and interactions with our faculty to provide them the 
very best of the current knowledge available within the 
nursing profession.”

Trinitas School of Nursing, the second largest 
nursing school in the nation, conducts a Cooperative 
Nursing Program with Union County College and 

confers a Diploma in Nursing from Trinitas and an 
Associate Degree from the College. Initially offering 
nursing studies as the Elizabeth General Medical 
Center School of Nursing, Trinitas School of Nursing 
has been in continuous operation since 1891. Trinitas 
School of Nursing received the designation as a Center 
of Excellence in Nursing Education 2008-2011 from 
the National League for Nursing for its commitment 
to both student and faculty advancement. The 
School takes pride in one of the highest pass rates 
for registered nurse licensure among its students who 
take the National Council Licensing Exam (NCLEX).  
Since 1990, 97 percent of the school’s graduates 
have passed the NCLEX exam on first writing. The 
January and May 2006 graduating classes achieved 
a perfect 100% pass rate on the NCLEX-RN national 
examination on first writing. For information about the 
program of study at Trinitas School of Nursing, call 
908-659-5200 or visit www.ucc.edu/go/trinitas

At the Trinitas School of Nursing Learning/
Simulation Center shown here, nursing students 
benefit from close interaction with faculty 
members as well as the ability to practice their 
nursing skills on high and mid fidelity patient 
care simulators.
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The Importance of Belonging to Your Professional Organization
What do associations do?
	Set the standards of practice for the profession
	Maintain the Code of Ethics
	Promote the profession to the public
	Educate their members on issues through 

continuing education & publications
	Advocate for their members on the Federal and 

State level
	Provide opportunities for members to interact, 

discuss trends and disseminate knowledge

Nursing Associations.
	There are over 100 specialty organizations

○	 Focus on the clinical aspects of each 
specialty

○	 Focus on areas that are unique to the 
specialty

	New Jersey State Nurses Association
○	 Focus on the issues that affect all of 

nursing and patient care

Your State Nurses Association.
	Key in protecting the Nurse Practice Act
	Instrumental in advancing the rights of advanced 

practice nurses
	The voice for nurses at the state legislature

○	 NJSNA and ANA work to coordinate this 
effort to be more effective

Sample of NJSNA Historical Accomplishments.
	1903—Lobbied for nurse registration law; only 

second in country
	1916—Provided funding for Board of Nursing
	1932—Strongly encouraged hospitals to employ 

nurses and utilize 8-hour shifts in an effort to 
combat high unemployment among private duty 
nurses. This is to result in a gradual shift to staff 
nursing rather than a reliance on students for 
patient care

	1949—The Nurse Practice Act amended to 
require schools of practical nursing be approved 
by the State Board of Nursing

	1954—Introduced Bill to make licensure 
mandatory for both registered and practical 
nurses

	1962—Association was designated as the 
bargaining agent for registered nurses employed 
by the Humble Oil and Refining Company’s Bay 
Way plant in Linden

	1964—Supported federal legislation for funds 
for nursing education, 1964, 1972

	1969—Education trust fund: [now Institute for 
Nursing] founded

	1971—Standards of Nursing Practice developed 
to safeguard patient care

	1978—NJSNA Council on Continuing 
Education became an approver and provider of 
continuing education offerings

	1983—Bill on Pronouncement of Death by 
RN’s was signed into law

	1991—Bill on RN professional incorporation 
signed into law

In conjunction with ANA, NJSNA
has accomplished the following
on behalf of nurses:
	A regulatory requirement that licensed nurses 

must constitute 65% of the nursing staff in NJ 
hospitals

	Reimbursement for some variety of advanced 
practice nurse in every Federal entitlement 
program

	Prescriptive authority for clinical nurse 
specialists

	OSHA standards for “Universal Precautions” 
and protection against multi-drug resistant TB

	Continuing policy development for protection 
against latex glove allergies and needle sticks

	Federal funding for graduate education 
traineeships and program support

	Challenges to existing labor law, so that 
nurses retain the legal right to be classified as 
employees and not management

	Support to nurses with impaired nursing 
practice issues

All this work is already being done—
Why do I need to belong?

Belonging is Important!

More nurses belonging to nursing associations…
	 Gives additional power to the association 

when speaking in front of Congress and other 
regulatory bodies

	 Gives additional funds for associations to do 
work on behalf of the profession

	 Puts nursing in a position to direct health care 
policy versus reacting to it

Plus, membership gives you…
	 A voice in the decisions being made for the 

profession
	 The opportunity to receive discounts and 

benefits as a member
	 Access to members only information

New Jersey State Nurses Association (NJSNA) 
represents the interests of the state’s 110,000 
Registered Nurses, advances the profession of 
nursing and advocates on behalf of nurses and 
consumers. NJSNA, along with its national 
organization in Washington, DC, the American 
Nurses Association (ANA), and fifty-three state 
and territorial associations, all help to represent 
the nation’s 2.6 million RNs. To learn more about 
NJSNA visit our website at www.NJSNA.org

New Jersey State Nurses Association
The Voice for Nurses in New Jersey!

1479 Pennington Road
Trenton | New Jersey | 08618

609-883-5335 | Fax 609-883-5343
www.NJSNA.org
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